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Level Contributor 55 posts Looking for Pinball slot machines 6 years ago did anyone remember any casinos that have a Pinball slot machine? Level Contributor 5,574 posts 1 review 1 useful vote 1. Re: Looking at pinball slot machines 6 years ago I've seen them almost everywhere in my travels. They're
pretty common. I have to meet them. Level Contribution 227 posts 1 review 2. Re: Looking for Pinball slot machines 6 years ago level Contributor 55 messages 3. Re: Looking for Pinball slot machines 6 years ago nice one, twoclumbers lol! I don't like a lot of slots, but when a guy drops great after a
bonus round I always crack up! Level Contributor 4,445 posts 30 reviews 32 useful votes 4. Re: Looking for Pinball slot machines 6 years ago I don't play a lot of slots anymore, but I love pinball. The search continues. Level Contributor 1,683 posts 6 reviews 8 useful votes 5. Re: Looking for Pinball slot
machines 6 years ago If you're talking about the old version, they're only available at a few casinos on the strip. With the exception of high-limit numbers, they have been removed from most casinos. I believe they have now left all the CET casinos. Wynn has more than any other casino I've visited. TI has
three or four. There are five or six of them in Monte Carlo. Mirage has three, MGM and Bellagio have a couple in the high limit area. Luxor has a pair in a high limit area, but they are still $1 machines. Palazzo has a few. I don't think there are any in Mandalay Bay, Excalibur, or NYNY. We love these old
cars, but they're hard to find. Almost all of them are still around two or three coins of the $1 machine. I think Wynn and Luxor have two-quarters of the cars. It's current through Dec. We didn't visit the Palazzo on our December trip but they were still there in October, every trip, a few more disappeared.
Level Contribution 112 posts 165 reviews 179 useful votes 6. Re: Looking at Pinball slot machines 6 years ago last summer, Harrah had a few quarter pinball machines. Don't know if they'll still be there now... Level Contributor 5,333 posts 6 reviews 12 useful votes 7. Re: Looking for Pinball slot machines
6 years ago Downtown has several. The golden nugget has them in dollars and above. Four queens has half a dozen or so quarters and up. D has a few upstairs, and really older models that seem to pay well. High marginal ones on GN pay decent too. Level Contributor 2,498 posts 4 reviews 2 useful
votes 8. Re: Looking at Pinball slot machines 6 years ago PH had a few in October at 25 cents. By Planet Daily. They've been there a long time. It's hard to find a dollar of them anymore..... Level Contributor 5,574 posts 1 review 1 useful voice 9. Re: Looking at Pinball slot machines 6 years ago according
to CET slotfinder they are still on PH. It seems I've seen them everywhere in December, but perhaps they didn't comment as much as I fancied on others say they are disappearing level Contributor 5736 posts 51 reviews 82 useful votes 10. Re: Looking for pinball pinball Machines 6 years ago Although
many of the casinos have Pinball slot machines, I don't think any of them have a very first version of the machines when they were first introduced and installed. The original pinball machines I mean were the ones you'd pass by; It will have a combination of motion sensor/voice activated system that
screamed Yoo Hoo. I remember when the Riviera was theirs in the denomination quarter. It was so funny because the people who passed them would turn around to watch. Edited: 6 years ago Level Contributor 55 posts Pinball slot machine 3 years ago anyone saw a Pinball slot machine recently, if so,
where? Thank you! Level Contributor 33 posts 1. Re: Pinball slot machine 3 years ago TI and Mirage both had them last October. Level Contributor 2150 messages 3 reviews 6 useful votes 2. Re: Pinball slot machine 3 years ago Bellagio was alone near the entrance on the right side of the kind near the
post. Easy to miss. Level Contributor 5,333 posts 6 reviews 12 useful votes 3. Re: Pinball slot machine 3 years ago is one of my favorites. In all DT, only 4 queens and Golden Nugget have them so far. Level Contribution 595 posts 4. Re: Pinball slot machine 3 years ago Palazzo at the entrance to the
bathroom next to the high limit slots. Goodluck! Level Contributor 2,649 posts 1 review 1 useful voice 5. Re: Pinball slot machine 3 years ago the level of the contributor 1683 posts 6 reviews 8 useful votes 6. Re: Pinball slot machine 3 years ago Bellagio has a newer version near the Stakes, and there is
an old version that is two coins $5 machine next to the buffet. They have some more expensive in the high room limits. Most high-limit rooms have one or two, usually starting at $5. I've only seen a quarter of the versions in Wynn, Monte Carlo, and TI. I think each of them is the same. The Mirage has
three $1 machines, one two coins and the other three coins. The Palazzo has two in place of another poster mentioned. I believe that both cars are three coins. The Venetian has two $1 machines, one two coins and one three coins. They're both in the same stack near a high-limit room. I think there's one
or two at the back of Cromwell. I believe they are variable denominations. Aside from Cromwell, I think all CET casinos have taken them. Luxor used to be a few, but I think they moved them to a high limit room, although they were still $1 machines. These are our favorite cars, so I think we found almost
all of them on the strip. I've played a $5 machine in The Bellagio a few times, but usually only for one or two spins. On a recent trip, I decided to put a $100 bill in it and hit the bonus on the first spin. I got 85 credits ($425) and still have $90 of my initial $100. I cashed my $515 and haven't played since.
Level Contribution 11448 posts 35 reviews 37 useful votes 7. Re: Pinball slot machine 3 years ago I them at TI, Wynn, Venetian, and Bellagio during my trip in April. I'd be hard hard you are exactly where they were located. I know that the Bellagio carpeting has been re-done, and as a result, many of the
slot machines have been grouped together and cordoned off. They may end up in different places than before the fresh again. Look for top dollar machines. In my experience, Pinball machines are often grouped with TDs. Level Contributor 93 posts 140 reviews 69 useful votes 8. Re: Pinball slot machine
3 years ago Cromwell had quite a few of them at the casino late last year; Mandalay Bay has one in its High Limit room. Level Contribution 495 posts 41 reviews 10 useful votes 9. Re: Pinball slot machine 3 years ago Mirage 1 dollar per line. It is located through the M-life playersdesk and through the
Mirage buffet (when these two points cross you are on the car ;) Level Contributor 60 posts 10. Re: Pinball slot machine 3 years ago the classic pinball slot machine is one of the most popular mechanical reel slots ever made. While many other vintage slot machines reels are leaving the casino, Pinball
remains. Usually you will find a Pinball slot machine located next to its cousin, Top Dollar. Unlike some vintage slot machines, the pinball theme has not been reinvented in many different versions. One style of machine will actually help you find the game easier. You'll find the original 3 Coil Pinball slot
machine or no Pinball slot machine at all. Click here to play slots in our casino rankings! While there are no different pinball slot machines, you will find the game in different denominations. You will most often find 25 cents and 50 cent Pinball slot machines on the ground floor of the casino. Depending on
the casino you visit you can find $1 denomination in a high room. You will often find a $5 or $5/$10/$25/$100 multi-faith version at a high range. The video below shows $10 for a credit game (skip through if you just want to see the bonus). The bells and whistles of modern slot machines can be a bit of a
sensory overload. Multiple lines, various bonus features, loud noises and flashing lights can be on top. However, all that action can make vintage slot machines seem a little boring. Pinball is a great combination of both types of games. The game includes the traditional gameplay that you would expect
from the slot machine reel and combines it with a mechanical bonus round. This combination makes Pinball a little more flashy than many other old slot machines. The bonus round is so fun that this may be the only reason you play pinball slot machine. Pinball Bonus Game In order to activate the bonus
function, you have to play maximum credits. Depending on the face value of the machine, it can be two or three credits. Yes, the maximum bet in pinball can be as low as $0.75. Not bad compared to other slot machines When the Pinball logo lands on the third reel payment line you are sent to the bonus
game above the drum slots. You are given four, or five, depending on the maximum maximum Pinballs to play in the bonus round. Every time the ball lands in your pocket you win that certain amount of credit. If your ball drops at the bottom of your pocket for 1000 credits you hit the biggest bonus round
win. Your total bonus is to win a total of credits accumulated from all four balls. The big prize is a good win for a quarter slot machine, but there can be a huge jackpot in the high room limits. Pinball bonus round fun with balls bouncing. Unfortunately, each bonus round of the session will last just under a
minute. This short burst of excitement in the Pinball bonus round makes you want to play more often, so you can reach the bonus round again. Pinball is a classic slot machine in the casino today. Although it is one of the most popular vintage slot machines, this version will not be around forever.
Hopefully, the manufacturer, IGT, can upgrade and refresh the Pinball theme as they have with other classic slot machines like Top Dollar. Breathing a new life in this classic game would be a welcome sight. Online Pinball Slots Lack Pinball being old school, the classic game is that it is not available
everywhere in brick-and-mortar casinos. Other than that, it is not available at all for online games. The best chance for Pinball to be available in online slot form is for IGT to distribute its games and revamp it for the online scene. We don't expect this game to be available in online casinos anytime soon,
but we hope for the best. Click here to play slots in our casino rankings! Casino!
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